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I. Introduction

In a digital audio device sample rate conversion is needed when different sample time signals are
processed. The ratio of sample time of the signals can be unconstrained, for example sampling is
timed by different oscillators. In this case asynchronous sample rate converter (ASRC) can be used.
To be able to read the underlying continuous signal between the samples is required, just like to create
sub-sample length delay. This method also provides to synchronize the input samples to local clock.

When restoring the analog signal from the sequence of samples, the accuracy of the time points at
which the samples are converted is as important as the accuracy in the amplitude domain. Typically the
connection from a digital audio source to an external digital-to-analog converter is done with a single
coaxial wire or optical fiber, carrying the coded serial bitstream according to the S/PDIF standard.
In the digital-to-analog converter, this signal is processed by some receiver chip, which has as main
task to regenerate a clock signal from the data stream with PLL. This is the point where the “jitter” is
created.

A high performance digital-to-analog converter or digital audio amplifier requires an ASRC to syn-
chronize the input digital data stream to low jitter system clock. It is highly desirable to able to integrate
the ASRC function with the other signal processing functions of the digital amplifier [1].

In this paper I focus the FPGA realization of a sample rate converter intellectual property (IP) using
polynomial interpolation method for upsampling. I would like to use this IP to produce constant
sample time oversampled audio from every standard source in a custom digital PWM modulator, part
as a digital input Class-D amplifier which presented in [2]. In that essay new results in uniformly
sampled PWM correction and direct digital feedback of the audio output signal are introduced. Noise
shaping and resampling based predistortion have been applied. The closed loop control have been
implemented in 2-DOF (two degree of freedom) structure.

II. Asynchronous Arbitrary Sample Rate Conversion
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Figure 1: ASRC architecture

In the ideal case, if the input is time continuous signal x(t) sam-
pled at fsi, the output will be identical to x(t) sampled at a dif-
ferent rate fso. If the sampling rates are derived from differ-
ent clocks, the conversion ratio will be arbitrary or even slowly
time-varying.

A. The concept of sample rate conversion

The source samples are interpolated to a heavily oversampled
intermediate signal using a digital filter. To allow a conversion
between arbitrary sample rates this intermediate signal is trans-
form into a pseudo-analog representation by holding the value
in-between the interpolated samples. The resulting continuous-
time signal is then resampled at the sink sample rate.

To understand how to produce the pseudo-analog signal with fractional delay using a discrete-time
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system it is necessary to discuss interpolation techniques. Interpolation of discrete-time signal is based
on the fact the amplitude of corresponding continuous-time bandlimited signal changes smoothly be-
tween the sampling instants.

B. The arbitrary sample rate converter architecture
Practically the problem will be partitioned into a freqency tracking unit, which determines precisely
the sink phase relative to the source samples, and a digital interpolation filter. This shown in the Fig. 1.
A buffer is used as input sample storage. For frequency tracking a fast counter can be used, which runs
independetly of the source and sink sampling clock. Average can be applied on the measured period
times. The relate of the two values determined by the rate estimator. The accumlated ratio means the
inverse of the actual phase, or more precisely the fractional delay parameter, which is denoted −D in
(3) (see in III. A.).

III. Used Methods
A. Candan’s structure for Lagrange interpolation
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Figure 2: The proposed structure

Lagrange interpolation is based on de-
terminating the Nth-order polynomial
passing through N + 1 sample points.
Zero-order hold, linear and cubic inter-
polation are some special cases of La-
grange interpolation. In the case of an
infinite number of equally spaced sam-
ples, the Lagrangian basis polynomials converge to shifts of the sinc function (Shannon reconstruction
formula). Lagrange fractional-delay filters are maximally flat in the frequency domain at DC.

dm �
H∗(e jω)−H(e jω)

�

dωm

�����
ω=0

= 0 for m = 0,1, . . . ,N , (1)

where ω is the angular frequency, H(e jω) is the transfer function of the filter and ∗ notes the complex
conjugate.

Farrow has proposed a filter bank structure with intermittent delay multipliers [3]. Candan’s structure
based on discrete time Taylor series expansion [4]. Let ∆, the backward difference operator: ∆ f [i] =
f [i]− f [i−1], is dual of derivative operator. The discrete time dual of polynomial powers are defined
as fallows: xN = x(x+1)(x+2) · · ·(x+N−1). So the discrete time dual of Taylor series can be written

f (t) =
∞

∑
n=0

∆n f [i]
(t− i)n

n!
. (2)

The consecutive terms in summation can be recursively calculated as follows (Horner scheme)

(−D)N∆N

N!
x[i] =

(−D)N−1∆N−1

(N−1)!
(−D+N−1)∆

N
x[i]. (3)

When the recursion is inserted in the Taylor summation, the overall structure simplifies to the structure
shown in Fig. 2. The gain of the multipliers depend on the −D parameter:

dn =
−D+n−1

n+1
for n = 0,1, . . . ,N−1 .

The computational complexity of the structure is 3N additions and 2N multiplications for the Nth

order interpolation. A novel feature of the structure is the run time increment–decrement possibility of
the interpolation order.
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B. Optimal design based on genetic algorithm
A polynomial interpolator can be thought of as a filter with continuous-time impulse response. From
the impulse respose the frequency response can be calculated. The quality of the interpolation as the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) determined by the frequency response. Using the SNR or the the weighted
SNR as quality measure, it is possible to design an optimal interpolator of chosen oversampling ratio
and order [5]. This method provides better SNR at lower oversampling ratio according to other polyno-
mial interpolations (See Fig. 3). The offered coefficients has no symmetric property like the Lagrange
fractional delay filter. Additionally these filters are not maximally flat at ω = 0, and the interpolated
curve will not necessary go through the points.
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Figure 3: The frequency response of the 5th order interpolators: Lagrange (dashed line) and optimal
(continuous line)

IV. FPGA Implementation
Xilinx has an ASRC reference design [6]. It can be used for up and downconvert too. It uses a prototype
filter, and calculates the correct phase of the filter and do the FIR interpolation in real-time. It has been
written in Verilog hardware description language. I remade this design in the System Generator for
DSP graphical block diagramming tool, which is a MATLAB Simulink block library. The sizing has
been made only for upsampling operation. The output sample clock is related to the processing clock
(two’s power), so some components might have been abandoned. Fig. 4 shows the main blocks. The
model can be exported from System Generator in NGC netlist form.

The input samples stored in a dual port Block RAM, which is used as a FIFO. The difference of the
write and the read address means the FIFO level and there is a desired FIFO level. The write address
is incremented when a new input sample arrived. The read address is defined by a counter.

A. Ratio detection and control
The period of input clock is measured over 1024 cycle, and a moving average filter is applied on
the measured value. This value is divided by the output period (simple shift operation) to obtain
a calculated ratio. The inverse of the ratio is also needed, it is calculated by a multi-cycle pipelined
divider. In the reference design the ratio was the controlled variable. It was replaced to the inverse ratio,
so the slow division has taken out from the closed loop control. The process has integral property, so
there is no need to add integral term to the controller in order to eliminate the residual steady-state
error.

The ratio control uses one of two algorithms depending on whether the input rate is changing. The
rate-change tracking mode is used to quick interception, and to adjust the level of the input FIFO to the
desired level. In locked mode the amount and the rate of change of the ratio is limited. This mode can
track small drift in the input clock frequencies.
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Figure 4: The main build blocks of the ASRC

B. Resampler
The resampler creates a set of samples from the input samples based on the output-to-input ratio pro-
duced by the ratio detection and control unit.

When a new input sample arrived into resampler the differentiators calculate the differences (one per
clock cycle). When every differences are known the actual output can be calculated according to (3).

V. Results
The presented asynchronous sample rate converter can be integrated into the Class-D amplifier. There
is no need for external receiver circuit and clock multiplier PLL any longer. The constant output sample
time makes the controller more robust again the parameter change of the plant.

The working of resampler can be simulated easily in Simulink. Primary I tested the performance of
the ratio control, the output spectra isn’t measured. S/PDIF receiver IP has been used as input source.
The interception happened in a flash. When the oscillator has been heated, the measured frequency
is slowly changed, while the ratio control unit was providing continually ratio tracking. The choice
between the implemented resampler units will be made after listening.
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